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This book_ is_ iteither a biography 0f.Ro~ J»Xcrnbutg·;-· UQ! ;l d.c:hed,:~b~ 
jectiveStudy of he! thought. The reader unfamiliar with Luxemburg's life or 
writings will \-ainly look for the missing pieces or thebalanced evaluation, .As .•.. 
;;c Jwo,., from hc:r previous works; Raya Dimayevskaya doo not believe in· 
critir.l d~tach:nent; She v..~tes in the kind of polemical style; .introduced by. 
Marx md'since Lenin carried to ever 4igher pitch, which features invective as its . 
principal figure. A~ for the fonn, her book, in spite of continuously niunhered 
chaptdS, consb'"tS of three different ess::;ys of' which the fir.:t is connected with 
the. ether tVIC cr-Jy by OCC'l5ioil21 statements of the main subject's -po.~ition 
Cnowever ~gina!.) on women's liberation and on the signifi~ce of Mane's 
dialectic. .. . . . . , ...... '" "·. . . .. ~- ..... c_ .. 

· · De:;pitc this probieinatic presenticion Dunayevskaya's work conveys fresh 
insight into both Luxemburg md Mane. Rosa Luxemburg-occupies a rather 
unique p:>sition among twencic:th century :Marxists in t.'lat she not onll broke 
with the leaders of the Second International but also, on a crucial is:mc, op· 
posed Leriin himself. Radically intem~cionalist, she .tesistcd all nationalist 
liberation movements as well as the German Socialist Party's 1914 support of 
die vtar .• \ctiwc feminist, she neverr.heiess reiusc:d to 'grant the em~rtcip2ticn of · 
women a priorlty.in revolution:!!'; theory or practice. . · ·· 

Theoretically she is mosdy remembered for her critical study of Marx's 
theory of the reproduction of Cl.pital, Die Akkumtdatiotl des Kapitals (Berlin: 
Singer, 1913). Marx deemed a continued accumulation of capital possible even 
in the closed market economy of;;, single country, because, so he argued, 
capital a:eatcs its own consilmption. For Rosa !.uxemi;nrg, on the (:ontracy, the 

• I" • bl • · • · · - c· · • · ~!ta.tst economy ;sa e to continue ttc;: exp~.ns1on cn1y ~use o ... .i.ti O.Ji10ita· 
tion of noncapitalist, underdevdoped countries. _ 

On these premises only an imperialist policy can preserve capitallsm from 
collapse through underconsumpcion. Confronted with the perplaing choice 
between loyalty to her Marxist subject and loyalty to Mane himself, DLmayev
skaya opts forher m:!Ster. Luxemburg, she aigues, is forced to introduce revclu· 
tion as an external element, resulting from a "revolutionary wili" rather th~.n 
from the very laws of capitalist production. But to attribute :.~e co!!:~p:;;: cf ti;.c 
capitalist system to any cause other· than the "contradictions" inherent in 
surplus labor, as Luxemburg does, is to abandon the main thesis of Ma.rx's 
theory. To be sure, no one would deny the revolutionary ardor of a womm who 
broke with Kaursky's German Socialist Patty because ofits "evolutionary" doc
trine,md who, among the first, predicted the coming of a revolution in Russia 
that would initiate a world te""lolution. But Dunayevskaya r:tlses the question: 
"Does the soiution come organica!ly trom your theoty or is it brought there 
merely by 'revolutionary will'?" {p. 45). A pertinent question indeed! But is her 
own thesis, that Marx's model for the collapse of capitalism is a correel: one, 

. . more tbmm assumption for. which only the truest believers in Mane's doctrine 
· succeed in finding a.'ly evidence? · · · ·. . 
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Readers of The Owl will probably be most interested in the third pact of 
this book, on the dialectical element in Marx's theory. Here, once again, the 
writer aligns herself with those "leftist" Marxists who stress the Heg-::lian 
philosophical element in their theory. With Lenin, Dunayevskaya asserts that 
Hegel's dialectic "needs to be studied in and for itself." She is not satisfied with .. 

· · Luxemburg's defense of _the dialectic as .,L.,c method-of thOUghf~ ·iri'the reVoiU~ _ - , \ , · 
tiona.ry movement, or even with Marx's own note to Engels that Hegel's Logic 

1

i 
"has been a great service to me as regards the method of de-.Jing with the 
material [for the writing of Capitalj" (p. 135). No; for her Marx's histori""i . 
materialism is nothing less than ~'the self-determimtion of the Idea" (p.l25). 
The transition from theory to practice signifies a philosophical move, rather 
than the abandonment of philosophy. Did the young Marx himself not write 1 
that "the tmrctice of ohilosoohv .... is ir.sdf thenretiCliJ, It is criticism whii:h 

1 
rneo-Stires the individual e-.dsterice against-~e~c~-. particular actuality against 

~~i!~;~sl~~~ ~~r:yJ.o :~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~=],~;~~~[~~~~~ ·--··- ..! .. 
continuity allows her to justi..')r the reappearance of Hegelian language in the 
Grttndrisre, the prepar:~.tory no~e.~ for what Wlls to become Capital. Against 
those who assume the existence of a break i?ctween the early and the mature 
Marx, the author considers the later period the one in wpich Hegel's dialectic 
was more fully assimil3.ted. . · · · · 

· 1~~~~~~:~~ ~~:z~e:a~~~a~/:f!g~fs:e:~;i~J:!r.i:~Ie~~~~-~~ · ·.:1·'· 
iS sup petted by he.r instructive analysis of thc1ong fust chapter of CapiltJiin the 
light of Hegel's Logic. I doubt wht:ther ao.y commentator,since Jean Hyppolite 
has succeeded better in roch a Hcgclia..< interpretacion of Capital. N?r .does 
Dunayevskayil. consider this chapter a mere "imitation" of Hegel's docttine of· 
the notion-as Lenin termed k QIIite the com:rary! Nowhere does MatY.s 
theory oppose Hegel's intentions more radically Lha.tl h~re.. · 

It is the Great Divide from Hegel, and· not just because the 
subject is econorrJcs rather than philosophy ... No, it is the 
Great Divide because,jmt beciluse, the Subject-not subject 
matter but Subject-was neither economics nor philosophy 
but the hu.'llan being, the. masses •. : This dialectic is 
t.herefore totally new, totally internal, deeper than even was 
the Hegelian dialectic which had dehUmanized. the self
development of humanity in the dialectic of Consciousness, 
Self-consciousness, and Reason. (p. 143) 

Few Students of Hegel will agree that his dialectic t-an be "deepened" or even 
preserved in Marx's reinterpretation of it. (I have developed some of the major 
diff1cuities confronting such a position in chapter. 3 of my recent Marx's Social 
Cn"tique of Culture.) Mar..: presents us something. altogether· new. Duna)•e'l'• 
skaya rightly denies that Marxism simply "applies" Hegel's dialectic, as or
t.iodox communist docuinc would have it, but she herself errs in considering its 
theory continuous with Hegel's thought. · 

. . . Dunayevskaya remains the liveliest, probably also the best informed, 
theoretician of the far left, deeply com~itted to her Mar.dst cause, y.:t remain· 
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